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R'RTHKR DEVELOPMENT IN RIDE QUALITY ASSESSMENT

NEWELL R. MURPHY, .!R.

1 . S. ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI

INTRODUCTION
Internationally, a Krow^nR concern haa developed and wideapread disagree¬
ment has occurred over the preaent methods for quantitatively deacribing
und assessing the effects of vehicle vibrations on humans, and over the
short- and the long-term effects of vlbratlona on drivera and occupants of
heavy trucks, agricultural and earthmovlng equipawnt, and military ve¬
hicles.
None of the present methods Is completely satisfactory; in fact,
moat criteria were developed for low-level "boulevard" rides and are
highly suspect when applied to the severe vibrational levels encountered
in earthmovlng and military-type operations. ^,
Today two predominant methods are used by the military to describe the
effects of vehicle vibrations and human response:
the absorbed power
method (used largely in the United States) and the International Standards
Organization (ISO) method (used extensively throughout European countries
as well as in the United States).
The two methods are similar in that
both use frequency-weighted accelerations corresponding to human sensi¬
tivity to arrive at a single number which describes the vibretlon inten¬
sity.
Portable ride meters have been developed to provide expedient field
measurements of both absorbed power and the ISO accelerations.
In 1978, a NATO working group on mobility (NATO AC/225 (Panel II Working
Group 1)) composed of representatives from the United States, Canada,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom adopted the Army Mobility Model (AMM) and its supporting absorbed
power procedures for determining rlde-llnltlng speeds for use in the model
as comparison tools to provide a standardltad reference for determining
vehicle mobility performance.
The Aifi is also called the NATO Reference
Mobility Model (NRMO. The use of absorbed power over the ISO method to
describe effects of vehicle vibrations has caused resistance and concern,
particularly among the European participants.
The United States military
and its NATO partners need agreed-upon, accepted standards to describe the
various aspects of ride quality in meaningful terms for defining the
vibrational affects on human health, safety, and performance of military
tasks.
WHY AMOtMD POWPtT
In 196«, personnel la the Mobility Systems Division at the Waterways Ex¬
periment Station (WES), in conjunction with the formulation and develop¬
ment of the components of the AIM, embarked on a comprehensive ride
dynamics research and davslopmnnt program. The principal objective of the
ride dynamics program was to develop a means for predicting rlde-llmiting
speeds of vehicles as a function of terrain roughness. This abjective
required a quantitative neaeure of vahicls vibration that related to human
acceptanca of the vibration and response to vibration. W1S decided to
adopt a promising nsasure called absorbed power. This absorbed p«»er
quantity, purported to be a measure of the rate at which vibrs'-lonal
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energy is -banrbed by . typic.l hu«n. h.d been developed ^
1,1
the u! S. Arn.v T*nk-Auto«otive Co«Mnd as « result of a
’ .
closely controlled laboratory progran (Pradko, Lee, and
l’ -calar
attractive feature of absorbed power is that it is conceptually •
quantity and the resultant response of vertical and horirontal
?«n be detensined by directly susssin« the absorbed power in each co-ponent.
Since 1968, the WES has conducted nuaeroua field testa with virtually
every type of wheeled and tracked vehicle in
world. The absorbed power quantity has worked well in
f 6
principal objective of deacribing
A"!!« Sat
watts of abaorbed power was chosen as an upper bound of vibration that
will penslt crew aenbers to effectively perfora their tasks. Test results
revealed that beyond the 6-watt level, a vehicle
else except hold tight. Results have also shown that highly
drivers and crew naadMrs will accept abaorbed power Uvals
ranging up to 10, 20, or «ore watts for periods up to 10 or 12 ninutes
(Berry 1975). The sans tests showed that these high absorbed
clone frequently caused ninor injuries and bruises and often produced
severe vehicle danage and a high risk of accidents and cargo danage.
Thua, it la recognised that the 6-w.tt absorbed jouer level is not en
absolute hiMan tolerance Unit to vehicle vibration and that crew Ml
will, if necessary, accept considerably higher obeorbod
^^
the risk of injury and vehicla and cargo danage. A broader r“«V0J tMt
results has shown, however, that quite often only * "“^ ^ *“*
t|^
speed can be attained at 15 or 20 watts ov"
‘
b.^
6-w.tt absorbed power 1^.1- uaually occur wh«. the rahicle ■
besina "bottoning out" and producing discrete shock loada. Slight incruses in speed beyond this point significantly ‘»«eaae
and frequency of these shock loads, which in turn
^
absorbed power levels. These high absorbed power conditions are not
coãsldered°tõ be u effective or uuingful uuure of buic rid. charac¬
teristics. «hila the use of ride speed Unite baa«l on higher absorbed
power levels will increase projected vehicla ■Pídala isolated.tarrain
altuationa. the overall vehicle perfocaanca throughout an area generally
will not be uaterially Increased, and reUtlva perfornancea of two or nor.
vehicles in the sane area will rarely be changed.
mg igo wraiop
In 1974, after a decade of sorieua coanittee d.lib.rationij^th.ISO^ pub¬
lished a standard for describing hwan reapense f®
rayg)
that was approved by 19 countries including the United Statu (ISO 1978).
The ISO standard defiua uuerical lieite for anposur. to vlbr.tion. in
taras of weighted root usn-square (raa) uceleratlou in the
range of 1 to 80 Hs according to thru criteria of Increasing
preservlng confort, working efficlancy, and aaf.ty or hulth.
Units are referred to, respectively, « the
confort boundary.
"fatigue-decruud proflciancy boundary." and the ".«pour, linit bound¬
ary." Thepref erred uthod of evaluatian ia to cupare aaperataly each
1—1 (or 1/1— 1-- .1 —.11U. —t.r lr—
el.. —t tk.
1—1 «
~r. »‘• »r—-it.
uaunas that in regard to huso tolerance there are no significant inter¬
actions between f requeue lu. An alternate oatbod. which •’»Mrs to he a
■ore accurate reprasutstlen for coupla* vibrations, una ^w» yg*”
accélérâtiou te give u overall ru level aapreeaed by a aiagla quutlty
fallu 1S7S)
Thin singla quantity nathod led to the develofnant of
liillhli riM netaro! tea such uter wu built in the United SUtu in
X978*by*Kndevco for the Society of Autoutive IngiMoro (SAS) Ad Hoc Ride

r*™*

Z
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M«*ter Task Force in accordance with specification« cited In ISO 2631 and
SAE J1011. For vibration« occurring In «ore than one aal« «Uiultaneoualy,
each axis is evaluated separately and vectorlally sinned. There has been
much disagreement over the use of this method and a number of deficiencies
have been highlighted by its critics. The most notable deficiencies cited
are the lack of empirical support in a number of important areas, in
particular the time-dependency relations on human response (Obsorne 1983).
Because of these disagreements and concerns and other unanswered ques¬
tions, a Joint United Statea-Federal Republic of Germany effort was re¬
cently initiated to resolve these major issues.
As a part of the Future
Armored Vehicle Research (FAVR) program, a Joint United Statea-Federal
Republic of Germany ride test and evaluation program Is scheduled to begin
at Trier Proving Ground in May 1984, with similar follow-on tests In the
United States.
The main emphasis will be to Jointly study and compare the
results of the two methods.
Over the past 15 years of testing, WIS has developed a large, unique data
base containing detailed vertical, horizontal, and rotational acceleration
measurements, along with the corresponding human subjective comments and
ratings, terrain measuraments, and vehicle characteristics.
These data
arc stored on analog FM magnetic tape. As a starting point for this
study, selected vibration data representing a wide variety of vehicles and
terrain conditions are currently being reprocessed to analyse and compare
relations produced by other proposed quantities, particularly the ISO
standard.
This paper describes briefly some of the Initial results of using only
vertical vibration data from recant tests with a pair of wheeled vehicles
to compare and evaluate the relative merits of the absorbed power and ISO
criteria.
Discussions Include similarities between the two methods, the
relations (or lack of relations) between subjective ratings and the ab¬
sorbed power and ISO quantities, some notable deficiencies coamon to both,
end the effects of psychological influence.
Evidence Indicating the
validity of the 6-watt absorbed power level as a reasonable driver-Imposed
criterion of acceptability Is presented along with plans for future work.
COMPAR I SOM OF ABSORBED FOWP AMD 180 FILTERS
Human responsa to vibrations depends upon the frequency of the vibration.
Curves of constant comfort or equal perceptions of vibrations as s func¬
tion of frequency have bean measured by many Investigators.
The precision
and definition of these curves have Improved with the progressive Improve¬
ments In equipment and measuring Instruments. Regardless of the Improve¬
ments in precision, they all present basically the same characteristic
trough shapes. For example, the keenest sensitivity of a seated subject
exposed to vertical (butlocks-to-head) vibrations Is in the range from 4
to 8 Hz. This range of maximum sensitivity Is attributed to physical
resonances of body parts and Internal organs.
Precise experiments and
measurements Indicate the moat sensitive frequency of a seated subject to
vertical vibration occurs at about 4.5 Hz, which Is the resonance of the
viscera. This critical rasonance will vary somewhat among humans due to
differences In body structure. Most likely, the less precise curves are
better overall general representations of human sensitivity.
Any method that purports to evaluate vibrations in terns of human sensi¬
tivity must account for this frequency dependency. The frequency-weighting
can be accomplished numerically by appropriately weighting the Fourier
spectra of the vibrations. The frequency-weighting is more readily
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accoapllshed In the analog doMin through the uae of band-pasa flltera.
Aa Mntloned prevloualy« portable ride aetera have been developed eh»t
filter input acceleratlona and produce on-the-apot aeaaurea of abaorbed
power and ISO ride valuea.
Figure 1 ahowa a coaparlaon of the abaorbed
power and the SAE/ISO ride aeter flltera for vertical vlbratlona.
The
atandard ISO frequency-weighting factora apeclfled In ISO 2631 are ahown
aa dlacrete pointa.
It la aean that the abaorbed power and the ISO
flltera have the aaae baalc ahape. The abaorbed power filter peaka (aero
attenuation) at 4.5 Ha, while the SAE/ISO filter peaka at 5.8 Ha.
The
abaorbed power filter la «ore restrictive because It attenuates (reducee)
accelerations «ore heavily at frequencies beyond the 4.5-Ha peak.
It la
alao seen that the curve representing the SAE/ISO filter of the Endevco
ride aster corresponds very closely to the discrete points representing
the standard ISO frequency-weighting factors.
Obviously, because of
these slallaritles, the respective quantities calculated froa accelera¬
tions processed by thaee flltera and frequency-weighting factors will
produce slailar perforaance patterns.
COWFAEISOH OF A180KEP

POMEt

AMD ISO 1E8ULT8

WES began Its first coaparlson of the absorbed power and the ISO aethoda
this past suMsr (1883) as part of a coeprehenaive analysis to resolve
apparent dlscrepsncles in results obtained froa ride tests with a light
dune buggy vehicle. Ibis dune buggy had exceptionally stiff suspensions
that produced extrsnely high acceleration and absorbed power levels, even
on relatively saooth test courses. The absorbed power levels asasured for
the dune buggy were consistently two to three tinea higher than those
aeaaured on conventional vehicles for alai lar test conditions. The high
absorbed power levels were not the issue.
The Issue that caused the
concern was that the subjective rstlngs of three experienced WES test
drivers consistently rated these unreasonably high absorbed power levels
as acceptable rides. Hubs reus supplsasntal ride tests were conducted on
the aaae teat courses with two additional vehicles and three drivers to
obtain "head to head" data for direct coaperlsoaa. One of the two ve¬
hicles was an K151 Jaap which had a groas weight and sise slailar to that
of the dune buggy. The principal perforaance results presented In this
paper are Halted aalnly to data froa representative testa with the dune
buggy, one reference vehicle (aa 8x8, 14-ton* araored vehicle), and one
driver.
These relations are representative of the relations obtained when
coaparIng the cortined results of the three vehicles and three drivers.
Figures 2 and 3 graphically depict the reapectlve absorbed power and ISO
ride aeter results froa tests with the two vehicles on two test courses.
Nora detailed data are presented In Table 1.
Figure 2 shows how vertical
absorbed power and ISO weighted acceleration vary with speed for the two
vehicles on a test course (course 4) of aoderate surface roughness. The
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U. 8. cuatoaary units of aeaaursnant used In this rsport aay be con¬
verted to aetrlr (SI) units as follows:
Multiply

_fit-

Inchas
alles
pounds (fores)
tons (force)

2.54
1.809347
4.448222
8898.444

To
centlastres
klloastres
newtons
newtons
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exposure-limit time dependency boundaries representing the ISO accelera¬
tion limits for the most sensitive frequency region (4 to 8 Hz) of five
selected exposure times are shown on the plots.
The drivers' subjective
ratings, based on a scale of increasing severity from 1 to 10, are also
shown adjacent to the respective data points.
The subject 1ve rating
scale used at WES to express the drivers' perception of ride quality is
given below:
Subjective Index_Perceptjon
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10

Barely noticeable
Strongly noticeable
Uncomfortable
Extremely uncomfortable
Recoosaended limits (not willing to take
for any sustained period of time)

Past experience indicates that when WES drivers are allowed to drive at
their discretion, under guidelines of achieving the maximum safe speed,
the subjective ratings fall within a range of about 6 to 7.
This indi¬
cates that ride conditions with subjective ratings greater than 6 or 7 are
really conditions of stress levels beyond the criteria of acceptability.
For both vehicles increases in apeed produce corresponding increases in
absorbed power and ISO acceleration.
However, absorbed power and ISO do
not Increase at the same rate. Also, for any selected speed the absorbed
power and ISO acceleration for the dune buggy are about twice the magni¬
tudes of those recorded for the 8x8 vehicle.
Yet, the driver's subjective
ratings are consistently lower for the dune buggy at corresponding levels
of absorbed power and ISO acceleration.
According to the recommended ISO
exposure limits, the results in Figure 2 Indicate the 8x8 vehicle can be
driven over test course 4 or a course of similar roughness at a speed of
20 mph for up to an hour and can be driven at speeds in excess of 50 mph
for about a half hour.
These same ISO limits indicate the dune buggy can
be driven at a apeed of 20 mph over such a course for only about 16 or 18
minutes, and at apeada beyond 40 mph the permissible ISO exposure time is
less than one minute.
Figure 3 shows results similar to those of Figure 2 except the surface
roughness of the tast course is much more severe.
The severity of the
test course is reflected by the rapid Increase in both absorbed power and
ISO acceleration with increases in vehicle speed.
Again, at any selected
speed both the absorbed power and the ISO accelerations for the dune buggy
are about twice the corresponding magnitudes recorded for the 8x8 vehicle.
Also, the drivers' subjective ride severity ratings are lower for the dune
buggy at corresponding levels of absorbed power and ISO acceleration.
Noteworthy are the overall high subjective ratings.
This particular
driver, like the other two WES test drivers, is considered to be fit,
tough, and competitive. As mentioned before, based upon their discretion¬
ary driving habits, subjective ratings grsater than about 6 or 7 reflect
levels beyond their self-imposed acceptability criteria.
Figure 3 shows
that the driver's subjective ratings for both vehicles are largely in the
range from 7 to 10, indicating that the ride quality of the majority of
the tests on this course exceeded the driver's criteria of acceptability.
Subjective ratings of 8 to 10 mean the rides were exceptionally tough.
The data in Table 1 reveal that these tests ranged from a maximum duration
of about one minute to a minimum of 6 seconds.
Based on combined con¬
sideration of the ISO recommended exposure limits and the high subjective
ratings, it appears that neither of the two test vehicles could be driven
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.it speeds bevond about 10 mph on terrains with such levels of surface
roughness for periods longer than about half an hour.
SIMM ,AK ITIK S B bTVTKKN ABSORBED I’OWl-IR AND ISO RESULTS
figures 2 and 1 clearlv show certain similarities in the manner that
absorbed power and ISO acceleration increase with Increases in speed as
well as similar correlations with driver subjective ratings.
Figure 4
illustrates further correspondence between the two ride quality measures.
The two plots in Figure 4 reflect relations between ride-limiting speeds
and terrain surface roughness for the dune buggy at three arbitrarily
selected levels of absorbed power and ISO acceleration, respectively.
This limiting speed versus surface roughness relation is exactly the type
of format required as input to the AFW/NKiti to depict vehicle ride per¬
formance relations.
The ride performance relationships are very similar
for both the absorbed power and the ISO acceleration measures.
In fact,
the relation for the 20-watt absorbed power level is almost identical to
that for the 25-mlnute ISO level (the 25-minute exposure limit corresponds
to an ISO acceleration level of 3.6 m/sec*). Consequently, if so desired,
the ride-limiting speeds based on the 6-watt absorbed power level custom¬
arily used in the Aitl/NRMM to describe ride performance could be replaced
with ride-limiting speeds based on either a more suitable absorbed power
level or a preferred level of ISO acceleration or permissible exposure
time.
The AMM/NRMN requires a limiting speed-surface roughness relation
to describe ride performance regardless of the criteria used to determine
the limiting speeds.
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
Human reaction to vibration is a complicated dependency upon both physio¬
logical (physical) and psychological (mental) disturbances.
Neither ab¬
sorbed power nor ISO acceleration nor any other measure of purely physical
swtlons can account for the psychological effects.
Recalling the subjec¬
tive index rating mentioned previously, the perception definitions deal
only with thresholds caused by interactions of vehicle motions. However,
without fail, during driver interviews regarding rides that were rated in
the range of 8 to 10, the principal objection was attributed to lack of
control of the vehicle.
Although this reason does not fit into the per¬
ception definition, the psychological Implications cannot be isolated or
removed from the subjective ratings.
This psychological influance of
vehicle controllability depends strongly on the nature of the vibrations.
That is, a ride composed of high-intensity, uniform accelerations will be
perceived quite differently from one composed of low- to medium-intensity
accelerations made up of recurring Impulses and shock loads.
This is a
condition of high crest factors; i.e., ratio of maximum peak to me accel¬
erations where the ISO limits are admittedly questionable.
It is the
occurrence of harsh shock loads that often catapult driver and vehicle
into the air and along with Inducing momentary pain and possible injury
seriously hinders the driver’s capability to control the vehicle. This
psychological distinction between uniform motions and motions composed of
recurring Impulses is the principal cause of the dlacrepancies in the
subjective ratings recorded for the dune buggy.
Table 2 lists the respective speeds and driver subjective responses record¬
ed from arbitrarily selected levels of absorbed power and ISO acceleration
for the two test vehicles and three test courses with three levels of
surface roughness.
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Subtle vet Important effertH of psychological influence on the measures of
performance can be seen in the table.
Both absorbed power and ISO accel¬
eration reflect the same effects.
For example, for any given level of
either absorbed power or ISO acceleration, the speeds of the 8x8 vehicle
are about twice as high as the corresponding speeds for the dune buggy.
According to current procedures for evaluating ride performance, the 8x8
vehicle would be considered far superior to the dune buggy.
However, for
anv given level of either absorbed power or ISO acceleration, the subjec¬
tive ratings are consistently higher for the 8x8.
This difference in
ratings says that a 6-watt ride in the 8x8 feels rougher or more severe
than a 6-watt ride in the dune buggy.
Comparison of representative acceleration-time histories of the two ve¬
hicles reveals that, in fact, the dune buggy accelerations generally were
rather uniform throughout and did not exhibit significant Impulses or
shock loads.
This uniformity is attributed to the extremely stiff rear
suspensions combined with the vehicle's "tail-heavy" weight distribution
that prevented suspension "bottoming" and thus the associated shock loads.
This condition is in contrast to the soft suspensions and high wheel
travel on the 8x8 which produced gentle, low-frequency, high-displacement
motions.
These soft suspensions on the 8x8 resulted in low-intensity
acceleration-time histories with dispersed harsh shock loads occurring
when the suspensions "bottomed out." The intensity and frequency of these
shock loads were moderate on relatively smooth courses but rapidly in¬
creased with increases in both speed and surface roughness.
The relations illustrated in Figure 5 provide an even broader understand¬
ing of this phenomenon between the dune buggy and the 8x8.
Figure 5 is a
standard ISO graph depicting the rma acceleration magnitudes for each of
the standard 1/3-octave band center frequencies recorded from ride tests
with the two vehicles.
The results of the dune buggy ride reflect con¬
siderably higher absorbed power and ISO (summed) accelerations, yet lower
subjective ratings than the 8x8. These two rides, which were both less
than 15 seconds' duration, were very near the limits that the driver could
tolerate.
The predominant acceleration for the dune buggy occurs in the 3- to 5-Hz
range where both absorbed power and ISO acceleration are nost sensitive.
The dune buggy acceleration at the most sensitive absorbed power frequency
(4.5 Hz) is nearly three times that of the 8x8.
This explains the higher
absorbed power level for the dune buggy.
On the other hand, the pre¬
dominant acceleration for the 8x8 is concentrated between 1 and 2 Hz where
vertical absorbed power and ISO accelerations are much less sensitive.
This low-frequency (1- to 2-Hz) acceleration predominance la character¬
istic of most conventional vehicles.
Suspensions are custoswrlly tuned to
produce a sprung-mass resonance in the frequency range of 1 to 2 Hz and
thereby isolate occupants from irritable vibrations in the 4- to 8-Hz
region.
It appears, at least for short duration travel, that drivers are
more willing to accept the rather high uniform vibrations in the 4-to B-Hz
range caused by ultra-stiff suspensions rather than endure the recurring
harsh Jolts that occur from the softer conventional suspensions which tune
the major resonances to the 1- to 2-Hz range.
This subjective willingness (as well as health implications) may well be
reversed for long duration travels, such as occur during operations of
agricultural and earthmovlng equipment.
This possible contrast between
the effects of short- and long- duration vibrations provides a high
potential for application of adaptive (adjustable) suspensions.
It is
interesting thst the single-valued ISO accelerations obtained for the
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dune buggy by summing over the frequency spectrum is more restrictive
than the worst single frequency.
One other psychological factor worth noting is that observation of the
subjective ratings in Table 2 reveal that, for any given level of absorbed
power or ISO acceleration, the ratings increase with Increases in surface
roughness.
That is, a 6-watt ride feels rougher on a rough course than it
does on a smooth course.
HOW GOOD IS THE 6-WATT LIMIT?
There has been quite a bit of controversy and dissent o er the use of the
6-watt absorbed power level as a ride-limiting criterloi.
The reason for
its initial selection was a direct outcome of the results of Pradko, Lee,
and Kaluga's laboratory study which established the absorbed power concept
and subséquent 6-watt limit.
The limits of its validity were explained
earlier in this paper.
The criterion has served well for many years as a
sound, consistent measure of practical operational limits.
It is not a
human tolerance limit; experience has shown that competitive drivers and
crews will accept considerably higher absorbed power levels for abort
durations, even at the risk of injury. However, teat results have indi¬
cated the 6-watt level may be a good measure of a driver’s self-imposed
criteria of acceptability.
Figure 6 shows the relative and cumulative frequency distributions of the
vertical absorbed power recorded at the driver's seat of a light wheeled
vehicle while negotiating two cross-country mobility traverees.
These
data reflect the same WES driver in the same vehicle.
The driver was
Instructed to drive the well-marked traverses at the fastest safe speed.
There were a number of occurrences of factors other than ride, such as
slopes, curves, and vegetation, that reatricted the speed.
However, it is
seen that the percent of time the driver spent at ride levels above 6
watts was relatively small (3 minutes or 6 percent on one course and 10
minutes or 21 percent on the other course).
Similar results have been
obtained with other drivers when instructed to drive at their discretion
for extended durations. However, experience has shown that the same
driving instructions for short courses and short durations (1 minute or
less) generally result in speeds limited by vehicle control and usually
considerably higher absorbed power levels.
In any Instance, for rather
long durations the 6-watt level appears to be a driver-preferred limit.
FLAWS FOR FUTURE WORK
As mentioned previously, plans are being formulated under the FAVR program
for a Joint United States-Federal Republic of Germany program to begin in
May 1984 to study the relative merits of the absorbed power and ISO pro¬
cedures.
Work will continue at WES using the existing data baae to study
and evaluate the merits of the two methods and other proposed criteria.
Emphaals will be placed on the following areas:
Effects of impulses and shock loads on ride criteria.
Detailed analysis of crest factor levels and their effects on ride
criteria.
Influence of rotational motion.
Effects of multi-axis vibrations on ride criteria.
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of duration of exposure.
Kffeots of vibrations on recumbent sub1''cts.
CONCI.USTONb

Rased on the results of this preliminary analysis, it is concluded that
tor short distance travel and limits based on safetv and health:
Absorbed power and ISO weighted accelerations produce similar ride
pc.ormance relations.
Human response to vibration is heavily influenced by psychological
e f frets.
- At equal levels of intensity, rides with high crest factors
feel more severe than rides with uniform acceleration.
- At equal levels of intensity, rides feel rougher on rough
courses than on smooth courses.
Neither absorbed power nor ISO weighted accelerations account for
psychological influences.
Vehicle control and not high vibration levels are the principal
limits for short-duration travel.
Rides composed of recurring lolts tend to hinder vehicle controlla¬
bility and are more objectionable than rides composed of more uniform
motions.
For short-duration travel, drivers are more willing
accept rather
high uniform accelerations in the sensitive frequency range (4 to 8
Hz) rather than endure recurring harsh jolts that occur from the
softer conventional suspensions which tune major resonances to the 1to 2-Hz range.
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Frequency, Hr

Figure 1.
Comparison of normalized filtere for vertical
vibration, Endevco SAE/ISO filter, absorbed power
filter, and standard ISO filter
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Tabl« 2

-v*rtir*l Vibration ImvU

Ahaorbad Fowar Uvala
Taat

Couraa

Surfaca
HouRluieaa
ln. (raa)

Liait Int Spaada, aph
12-aatt
20-watt

6-vatt

40-watt

2m4 Puna Buaav

4
5
7

1.1
1.6
2.8

10.0 (1)
7.0 (1)
6.0 (2)

1.1

22.0 (3)
15.0 (5)
10.0 (8)

17.5 (4)
16.0 (4)
11.5 (7)

14.5 (2)
10.5 (3)
9.0 (5)

27.5 (6)
25.0 (6)
19.0 (10)

8*8

4
5
7

1.6
2.8

VW A m
ISO La vala

Taat
Couraa
4
5
7

Surfaca
«oughaaaa
in. (raa)
1-1
1.8
2.8

52.0 (3)
30.5 (7)
13.0 (10)

31.0 (4)
22.5 (5)
10.5 (8)

.

.-

.. -

O-a'ïïï}-'

(i'-TTt
1.06 a/aac2

2.36 a/aacZ

7»4 niina tuaav
11.0 (1)
6.0 (1)
9.5 (3)
4.0 (1)
7.5 (4)
3.0 (2)

3.60 a/aac^
17.0 (4)
15.0 (4)
11.0 (6)

8*8

4
5
7

1.1
1.6
2.8

14.0 (2)
11.0 (3)
8.0 (3)

20.5 (4)
17.0 (6)
10.5 (8)

50.0* (3)
26.0 (4)
12.5 (8)

5.60 a/aac2
40.0 (6)
38.0 (6)
18.0 (9)

